
Selena Pink



Simple 
and timeless.
Selena Pink, which combines a simple 

design with a pink-pastel tone, Provides 

a comfortable sleeping area away from 

clutter.

The simple beauty you are looking for 

with its clear and easy-on-the-eye lines is 

designed with classical motifs on white.
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Supplementary 
and calming.
Every detail in the Selena Pink series is designed to 

maximize peace and tranquility, while reflecting it taste 

with a wide range of accessories. It maintains its calm 

atmosphere with its soft colors.
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Just 
focus.
Here is a real example of minimalism. 

All your needs are considered in the Selena Pink 

series, which allows you to focus on yourself with its 

simple design. While you save space by the bed with 

base, free up space for a new one by storing the items 

you don't use.
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Fit 
worlds.
During exam times, designing your dreams, 

writing your diary, or watching something…

Combining simplicity and elegance with care, 

Selena Pink Desk will transport you to the world 

of your dreams from the moment you take it over. 

Whether it's your school or your plans… 

Your world fits the table.
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Increase 
your energy.
The Selena Pink series features designs that reflect 

the colorful side of its soul and has a wide range of 

accessories. Reflect your style with the accessories 

you choose in the series that are dominated by 

simplicity.
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A place for 
your friends.
With the pull-out bed option, free up space 

for your friends with whom you have long 

conversations. With its design that converts 

into a regular bed when closed, you can 

open and use the comfortable pull-out bed  

whenever you want.



Stylish 
and optional.
The bunk bed option, which was added to the 

Selena Pink series, offers different sleeping 

areas. With a bunk bed that two person can use 

comfortably, you can keep the room elegant 

and simple while saving space.
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Simple 
and functional.
Although simplicity is at the fore in the Selena Pink series, 

there are traces of functional design in every detail.

In the series, from cabinets with doors to drawers, from pen 

holders to all the accessories, everything has been attentively 

designed for you. Wardrobes and dressers will maximize 

comfort thanks to their segmented and spacious structure.
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Lighting
options

01  › Rainbow Led Table Lamp
 15x31x15 cm | Code:21.10.6373.00

01 

04  › Lady Ceiling Lamp
 30x75x30 cm | Code:21.10.6338.00
05  › Lady Lampshade
 19x50x19 cm | Code:21.10.6337.00

02  › Arya Ceiling Lamp
 33x105x33 cm | Code:21.10.6376.00
03  › Arya Lampshade
 24x49x24 cm | Code:21.10.6375.00

02 04 

03 05
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08  ›  Dream Ceiling Lamp
 47x64x42 cm | Code:21.10.6336.00
09  › Dream Lampshade
 22x46x22 cm | Code:21.10.6335.00

10  › Dotty Ceiling Lamp
 47x79x42 cm | Code:21.10.6300.00
11   › Dotty Lampshade
 22x46x22 cm | Code:21.10.6303.00

06 08 10

09 

06  ›  Paradise Ceiling Lamp
 47x64x42 cm | Code:21.10.6334.00
07  ›  Paradise Lampshade
 22x46x22 cm | Code:21.10.6333.00

07 11 



Chair
options

04  ›  Summer Chair Pink
 44x87x49 cm | Code:21.08.8491.00
05  ›  Soft Chair Pink
 56x96x60 cm | Code:21.08.8490.00

02  ›  Summer Chair Blue
 44x87x49 cm | Code:21.08.8486.00
03  ›  Soft Chair Blue
 56x96x60 cm | Code:21.08.8485.00

01  ›  Modern Chair Turquoise
 66x95x66 cm | Code:21.08.8496.00

02 04 

03 01 05 
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06  ›  Summer Chair With Flower
 44x87x49 cm | Code:21.08.8449.00
07  ›  Soft Chair With Flower
 56x96x60 cm | Code:21.08.8447.00

08  ›  Dream Chair Salmon
 48x90x52 cm | Code:21.08.8466.00
09  › Dual Chair Pink
 59x95x56 cm | Code:21.08.8502.00

10  › Dream Chair Pink
 48x90x52 cm | Code:21.08.8487.00
11   › Relax Chair Rose
 61x95x54 cm | Code:21.08.8497.00

06 08 10

07 09 11 



Puff
options

01  ›  Dream Ottoman Salmon
 92x45x43 cm | Code:21.09.3441.00
02  ›  Dream Ottoman Pink
 92x45x43 cm | Code:21.09.3460.00

03 ›  With Flower Ottoman
 42x45x42 cm | Code:21.09.3404.00
04 › Rose Ottoman
 50x50x50 cm | Code:21.09.3448.00

05  ›  Storage Ottoman Flower
 100x50x50 cm | Code:21.09.3311.00
06  ›  Storage Ottoman Blue
 100x50x50 cm | Code:21.09.3313.00

03 04

01 05

02 06



03  › Match Carpet Pink (120x180)
 120x180 cm | Code:21.07.7703.00
04  ›  Pop Carpet (133x190)
 133x190 cm | Code:21.07.7689.00

05  › Pixel Carpet (130x190)
 130x190 cm | Code:21.07.7705.00

01  ›  Point Carpet Turquoise (115x180)
 115x180 cm | Code:21.07.7698.00
02  ›  Pasific Carpet (115x180)
 115x180 cm | Code:21.07.7690.00

0301 

0402 05

Carpet
options



Curtain
options

03  › Dressy Background Curtain Beige (100x260)
  100x260 cm | Code:21.05.5304.00
 › Dressy Tulle Powder (210x260)
  210x260 cm | Code:21.05.5311.00

01

02

03

01 ›  Dressy Background Curtain Mint (100x260)
 100x260 cm | Code:21.05.5306.00
      ›  Dressy Tulle Mint (210x260)
 210x260 cm | Code:21.05.5307.00

02 › Paradise Sheers (150x260)
 150x260 cm | Code: 21.05.5184.00
      › Dream Curtain (140x260)
 140x260 cm | Code:21.05.5297.00
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Cushion, canopy
options

01 

02 03 

01 ›  Daybed Cushion Green  
 25x35x200 cm | Code: 21.09.3464.00
      › Daybed Cushion Pink   
 25x35x200 cm | Code: 21.09.3463.00
      › Daybed Cushion Blue 
 25x35x200 cm | Code: 21.09.3462.00

03 ›  Rosa Canopy 
 60x60x300 cm | Code: 21.06.4912.00

02 ›  Paradise Canopy  
 60x60x300 cm | Code: 21.06.4908.00



01  › Dream Bed Cover
  180x230 cm | Code:21.04.4482.00
  › Dream Bed Cover
  220x210 cm | Code:21.04.4403.00

02  ›  Paradise Bed Cover
  170x230 cm | Code:21.04.4481.00
 ›  Paradise Bed Cover
  220x210 cm | Code:21.04.4404.00

03  ›  Rosa Bed Cover
  135x230 cm | Code:21.04.4483.00
 ›  Rosa Bed Cover
  170x230 cm | Code:21.04.4499.00

02

0301 

Bed Cover
options
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04  ›  Ducky Bed Cover
 145x230 cm | Code:21.04.4417.00

05  ›  Calm Duvet Set
 160x220 cm | Code:21.02.4255.00

06  ›  Vernal Duvet Set
 160x220 cm | Code:21.02.4256.00

04 

05 06



MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS

1. It is produced from melamine coated chipboard in 25mm, 16mm and 8mm
 thicknesses with E1 standards.
2. The straight and curved edges of the board are covered with 0.40 and 2mm thick
 PVC foil, which is glued with polyurethane-based glue.
3. 2mm rounded edge band is used in the areas where the user will touch the product
 in order not to be harmed.
4. The doors close softly and silently thanks to the brake system.
5. The drawers have a carrying capacity of 30 kg.
6. The surface of the metals is coated with electrostatic paint and the metals are
 guaranteed against corrosion for 5 years.
7. The plastic parts used in the series are made of injected ABS raw material and do
 not pose a threat to human health.
8. The design is enriched with rustic patterns by using the UV printing technique in
 the series.
9. Hangers are produced from anodized coated extruded aluminum profiles.

SAFETY AND CERTIFICATE

1. It is technically designed in accordance with TÜV GS (Europe) standards regarding  
 safety, health and ergonomic conditions.
2. Wall brackets are used in the products to prevent modules such as wardrobe,
 bookcase and dresser from tipping over.



FUNCTIONAL DETAILS

1. The series offers wardrobe options in different sizes, and additionally, a functional advantage   
 is provided with the shelf module specially produced for the 2-door wardrobe.
2. There are ventilation capsules in the cabinets. There is also a large hanger area for clothes
 and many shelves.
3. Visual enrichment with rustic patterns has been applied with UV printing technique on the   
 3 Door Wardrobe and other modules. Both pink and gray color alternatives are offered in
 the series.
4. The design is enriched by using a full-length mirror on the middle door of the 3 Door Wardrobe.
5. In addition to providing storage areas on the srudy desk due to its drawers and doors    
 compartments, it also provides an efficient studying area with its large size.
6. There is an inner compartment and additional shelf space on the lower side of the study desk to  
 meet the storage needs in the block with the study desk door.
7. The study unit has been designed in 2 different models, considering the efficient studying areas  
 and needs. The study units are practical and useful with functional shelves and storage with   
 doors areas.
8. It has been designed with the ability to put books and different accessories in the partitioned   
 areas of the large bookcase with doors and shelves.
9. The top two drawers of the three-drawer dresser are designed to act as separators.
10. The large dresser with three drawers has been produced for large areas, and special partitions   
 have been made in the top drawer. At the same time, the large dresser can be used as a TV unit.
11. There is also a dresser mirror that can be added to the dressers in the series. The design has
 been enriched by applying beveling to the outer frame of the mirror, which is designed from   
 solid and durable materials.
12. A stylish work has been done by combining the foot end and the head end of the bed with the  
 curved design, rounded corners, and rustic pattern print details that complement the elegance.
13. Ergonomic and useful, 2 drawer nightstand module is also produced with a carrying capacity
 of 30 kg.
14. In the series, in order to meet the needs, it has produced a 100-size bed with base, and it has   
 the design features of the bed.
15. The volume of 100 bases is 475 liters.
16. The carrying capacity of the bed, base and bottom bed is 130 kg.
17. Thanks to the easily usable pull-out bed, both the guest and the storage space volumes have   
 been increased. Thanks to the wheels at the pull-out bed and the curved space at the front,
 the pull-out bed can be easily pushed and pulled under the bed.
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›  Bed Base (100x200)
 205x116x104 cm | Code:20.70.1705.00 ›  Daybed White

 204x94x62 cm | Code:20.00.1309.00
›  Daybed Pull-out Bed White
 200x94x18 cm | Code:20.00.1310.00
›  Daybed Bottom Drawer White
 100x92x18 cm | Code:20.00.1311.00

› 4 Doors Wardrobe
 62x186x212 cm | Code:20.70.1003.00

› 3 Doors Wardrobe
 62x145x206 cm | Code:20.70.1002.00

› 2 Doors Wardrobe
 62x110x206 cm | Code:20.70.1001.00
› 2 Doors Wardrobe Inner Shelf White
 100x38x42 cm | Code:20.00.1004.00

› Bed (100x200)
 204x103x116 cm | Code:20.70.1303.00
› Bed (120x200)
 204x123x116 cm | Code:20.70.1302.00

›  Pull-Out Bed (90x190)
 194x93x24 cm | Code:20.00.1302.00

›  Large Bunk Bed (90x200 - 120x200)
 210x137x160 cm | Code:20.00.1408.00

›  Line Bunk Bed (90x200)
 97x214x167 cm | Code:20.00.1409.00



› Study Desk
 52x120x75 cm | Code:20.70.1101.00
› Study Unit
 28x117x102 cm | Code:20.70.1102.00

› Study Desk
 52x120x75 cm | Code:20.70.1101.00
› Line Study Unit
 120x33x18 cm | Code:20.70.1104.00

› Line Study Desk White
 120x76x55 cm | Code:20.00.1108.00
› Lıne Study Unit White
 119x80x24 cm | Code:20.00.1109.00

›  Bookcase
 33x70x187 cm | Code:20.70.1501.00

› Dresser
 49x73x80 cm | Code:20.70.1201.00
› Dresser Miror
 73x90x3 cm | Code:20.70.1800.00

› Large Dresser
 53x107x75 cm | Code:20.70.1202.00

› Nightstand
 45x47x53 cm | Code:20.70.1601.00

› White Safety Bar
 84x32x3 cm | Code:20.00.1706.00
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